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HomeStudy GuidesThe Maze RunnerCharacter List Maze Runner The main character of the story. He arrives in Polyana, not knowing who he was or who he was. He only remembers his name and nothing else about his life. Thomas is brave, faithful and intelligent, with isolated telepathic
abilities and a very limited memory of previous knowledge of the Maze. Shortly after arriving in Polyana, Thomas is inspired by friends and enemies and turns out to be a leader among boys. The leader of the Gladers, Albee has power over most of what is happening in the Field. He's hot,
but experienced. Few Gladers, those who have been there longer, like Mignot, ever feel the need to question Albee's decision. After being stung by grief, Albee is subjected to change and made sure that they should not return to the outside world. He wants to stay in Polyana and even tries
to sabotage the escape plan by burning the cards drawn by the Runners. Albee dies while trying to escape, rushing at Griver. Named after Sir Isaac Newton, Newt is a tall, muscular boy with long blond hair who works as the second team in Polyana. Sarcastic and direct, Newt befriends
Thomas early on and spends time explaining how Polyana and the maze work with him. As Alby's leadership begins to collapse, Newt steps in to fill the gap and support Thomas' plans to escape. A chubby boy who appointed Thomas's guide on his first night in Polyana. Chuck is clumsy
and one of the youngest Gladers. He is talkative, innocent and naive, and although he is also annoying at times Thomas comes to see Chuck as a friend and even as a kind of younger brother. Thomas takes over to make sure Chuck emerges from the maze and reunites with his family.
Chuck gives his life to save Thomas from the knife Galli. His character is innocence. Pale, thin boy, whom Thomas first hears screams from a wooden building. He finds out that Ben was stung by Griver. Later, Ben attacks Thomas in the cemetery and is struck by an Arrow Albee. Ben
claims that Thomas is a true criminal and should be punished, although Thomas is not sure what. After an attempt on the life of Thomas Ben was banished to the maze for his crime, causing a big blame in Thomas. An arrogant, dark-haired boy who mocks Thomas on his first day in
Polyana. He tells Thomas that he has seen him before, during the Change, and is singing suspicions among the Gladers. Gully is not particularly popular with the Gladers. After a confrontation with Mignot, Galli disappears, but appears to warn the Glaiders that the Creators want to kill them
by sending in Griver to take one of them every night until they are all dead. Then Griver himself will take it. Thomas and other fugitives again collide with Gully after escaping from the maze. Gully throws a knife at Thomas, but Chuck follows the path and dies. Thomas then attacks and hits
Gully mercilessly. An elderly, bearded boy who works like a In a clearing. Freipan does his best to provide nutritious meals for the Gladers every day. It is very territorial about its cuisine and its contents, but its ultimate goal is to provide for all residents. He shows his appreciation to Thomas
several times, preparing a special meal for him. The shorter the two Med-Jacks, Clint has dark hair that is already gray on the sides. Along with Jeff, they are the only Med-Jacks in Polyana. They work as a medical first responder in Polyana, doing their best to take care of Gladers, who
were injured or stung by Grivers. A big boy with a high voice. Jeff is one of two Med-Jacks, along with Clint. They work as a medical first responder in Polyana, doing their best to take care of Gladers, who were injured or stung by Grivers. The keeper of the Blood House, a section of the
Polyana dedicated to the slaughter of animals for food. Bloody house attendants have a reputation for being more unusual and creepy gladers as they spend their days killing and dismembering livestock. Winston is no exception. After a short time around Winston, Thomas is confident he
would prefer to work elsewhere in Polyana. One of the first Gladers, and therefore one of the most senior, Migno is sometimes a brash but reliable leader. As the Keeper of the Runners, he is accused of observing the daily search and displaying the Maze, a dangerous task. Although he and
Thomas don't get along when meeting they come to be close allies after being trapped in a maze overnight. A teenage girl who mysteriously arrives in Polyana the day after Thomas. She tells everyone that things are about to change before she gets into a coma. Thomas is sure that he
knows Theresa before, but does not remember. It later emerged that she shared a telepathic relationship with Thomas. They become close friends during the novel and Teresa helps Thomas and Chuck deactivate the maze during their escape. She is the only female character in almost the
entire book, but she serves little purpose other than to catalyze the plot and develop Thomas's character. The keeper of the track-hoe, the Gladers, who work in the garden. Gart is not often spoken and described as big and brooding. He seems like Thomas, supporting him during the trial
and stating that Thomas should not be punished for saving Mignot and Albee. He was the victim of a griver on the second day of the attack. The administrator is some kind who is quoted as the author of a memo sent to WICKED employees. The memorandum shows that Thomas and the
other Gladers did not actually run, but simply enter the next phase of the experiment, without their knowledge. The memorandum also refers to the creation of another testing group. A crazy woman covered in disgusting sores who tells Thomas that he is designed to save them all from the
flash. She later moved on a bus operated by the Gladers Rescue Party After the meeting The people who developed the experiments carried out on the Gladers are the ones who imprisoned them in Polyana. Thomas, Mignot, Teresa and Chuck encounter some of them after escaping from
the maze. They are described as having pale, deadly faces that betray little emotion. Next in the glossary section Previous section of Maze Runner Summary Buy Study Guide to Dawa, Amit. Weinbloom, Elizabeth Ed. Maze Runner characters. GradeSaver, January 4, 2013 Web. Bring to
this page the Characters from Running in the Maze. A B C D E F H I J K L M N P R S T U V W X - For TV in the U.S., see WCKD-LP For a book-based film, see The Maze Runner (film). For other purposes, see Maze Runner (disambiguation). 2009 James Dashner's novel The Maze
Runner 2009 Edition overAuthorJames DashnerCover ArtistFilip StraubCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesThe Maze Series RunnerGenreYoung Adults, science fiction, post-apocalypticUpuppic 7, 2009PublisherDelacorte PressMedia typePrint (hardcover and paperback),
audiobook, e-bookPages375 pp. Maz 2009 is a 2009 dystopian sci-fi novel written by American author James Dashner and the first book released in The Maze Runner series. The novel was published on October 7, 2009 by Delacorte Press, an imprint of Random House, and was made in
the 2014 main film by 20th Century Fox, directed by Wes Ball. The plot of Thomas wakes up in a metal elevator, which leads him to the Polyana. He doesn't remember who he was or how he got there. Gradually, he discovers that Polyana is run by two boys: Albee, the leader, and Newt,
second in charge, who both maintain order by applying simple but effective rules. The elevator box pops up from the ground once a week and supplies new food, tools, medicines and sometimes weapons. Every month a new boy, not dark about anything but his name, is in this elevator box.
The meadow is surrounded by a square of four-mile concrete wall. The walls have holes in them that slide shut like doors every night. Behind the walls is a maze, a labyrinth of tall concrete walls covered with ivy that changes every day. Maze houses strange, deadly creatures. Known as the
Grivers, they are described as amorphous monsters of metal and flesh. Gladers try to stay alive and also solve the maze by appointing runners to run through it as fast as they can while they track the movement of the walls and try to find a way out to escape. The day after Thomas's arrival,
the girl, Teresa, is taken via elevator to Polyana with a note: She is the last. Ever. This means that there will be no more children sent to Polyana. Later the girl fell into a long coma. When Thomas comes to visit her, he recognizes her, but can't remember her name until hears her voice
telepathically in his mind that tells him her name. Teresa wakes up and tells Fome that they knew each other before they were sent to Polyana, which shows that they could communicate telepathically. Mignot, the keeper of the runners, and Albee go into the maze to see what they think is
their first dead Griver. Albee is stung by the creature, and while Mignot tries to help him out of the maze, Thomas runs to the rescue, just as the maze doors are closed. All three are then stranded in the maze at night. Mignot, believing that Albee is dead without serum, tells Thomas to leave
him and just run away, seeking shelter so that the mourners will not find them. Thomas, unable to leave Albee to die, uses the vines on the walls to pull him out of the sight of the mourners, attracts their attention and evades them. Mignot sees the tactics of evading Thomas and uses it to
send four mourners, chasing them behind the Rock. Thomas, Albee and Mignot are the first people in the Polyana to survive the night in the maze. Back in Polyana the next morning, Newt calls the Keepers' Meeting to discuss what to do with Thomas. Some of the Keepers vote to free him
from punishment, but others, especially Gully, vote to lock him up in Slammer, the prison block, as punishment. Mignot, however, appoints Thomas to replace him as Keeper Runners. Galli decides to kick Mignot out of the Board, causing Mignot to attack him. Thomas is locked up in prison
and the next day begins to train with Mignot. After their miraculous return, the arrival of Teresa causes a number of changes in life in the Field. People begin to behave strangely, the sun disappears, weekly supplies stop coming, and the doors of the Labyrinth remain open at night, allowing
mourners to enter the Polyana and hunt the children. Thomas suggests that the walls of the Maze are not random, but that their movements are actually code that leads to the discovery that the maze spells out the words. Thomas also discovers that what they previously thought was the
Rocks was actually an outlet used by the Grievers to leave the maze (The Hole of Sorrow). This makes Thomas think they need memories to get out, and so he intentionally gets stung by Griver so he can get the antidote (Grief serum) and go through the change. It is known that change can
cause memories and sometimes violence. Thomas and Gladers learn the pattern. Gladers decided to make a run for exit since they know that taking on Grievers is a mission of suicide, but nothing worse than their current fate. They only succeed to find out that they were subjects in an
experiment conducted by World In Catastrophe: Killzone Experiment Department (WICKED). The teens fled to the lab, but ran into Gully, who did not escape with them. Acting under the control of the mind, he moves to throw the knife at Thomas, but the young Glader, jumping to save him.
After a brief mourning for Chuck's death, all 20 Gladers were rescued. They were taken to a safe haven and told of catastrophic solar flares that caused an apocalyptic event and then a virus, an outbreak that killed millions. Rescuers show that orphaned children are being tested to find a
cure for the virus. The epilogue is written by chancellor Ava Page, a feature of all the trilogy novels. It shows that the group that rescued the Gladers may just be another variable in the experiment, and that the Gladers were not the only group evaluated. The characters of Thomas (named
after Thomas Edison) are the protagonist of the novel. He is the last boy, but not the last one to enter Polyana. The only thing he can remember when he comes to Polyana is his name, a general pattern among the Gladers. Chuck described him as about 16 years old, of medium height, and
chestnut. It was called Greaney, a nickname given to the new arrivals. He becomes a runner with Mignot after being the first man to spend the night in a maze and rescues Albee when he is about to die. He has a telepathic relationship with Theresa and was able to talk to her while she was
in a coma. Theresa (named after Theresa May) is one of the main characters. The first girl and the last person to enter The Polyana. When she entered Polyana, she was in a coma, and Newt thought she was dead. She also calls Thomas Tom. She has a telepathic connection to Thomas.
She is also known for helping Thomas get out of the maze and fight the Sorrows in grief. She is thin, has black hair and blue eyes, and has relatively pale skin. Albee (named after Albert Einstein) Is the Elder and leader of the Gladers. He is described as a dark-skinned boy with short
cropped hair, his face clean shaven. He tries to maintain order in the group by having all the boys follow the rules they have set to survive. He has a very close relationship with Newt, his second commander. He was in a group of 30 people who first arrived in Polyana. Albee commits suicide
by riding in a group of mourners, thinking it was better that he was dying there than outside the maze.→ Newt (named after Isaac Newton) One of the main characters and good friends with Thomas and Mignot. He used to be a Runner, but he couldn't kick anymore. He is very kind, friendly
and hospitable to Thomas. He is Albee's closest friend and second in the team and takes over as leader when Albee no longer feels capable. Mignot One of the main characters and The Keeper of the Runners. He is responsible for navigating and mapping the maze. As a runner, he is in
very good shape and is described as an Asian child with strong, heavily muscular arms and short black hair. He's sarcastic and a joker. He tends to react without thinking that he is in trouble. He and Thomas quickly become good friends. Chuck (named after Charles Darwin) A young and
chubby boy with curly hair who was until Thomas arrived. He immediately befriended Thomas and behaved like a younger brother towards him. Chuck was a Slowpper. He's about 12 or 13 years old. He killed Galli after being thrown a knife while he rescues Thomas (shot at the movies).
Gully Chief antagonist. Glader, who lives by the rules that the Albi put in place. He does not trust Thomas and shows great dislike for him. He is also the Keeper of the Builders. He runs away from Polyana in a fit of rage after exclaiming that he thought Thomas should not be trusted in the
gathering. At the end of the book, he kills Chuck by throwing a knife in his chest. (shot from the gun in the movie) Ben the Builder. After passing the Change and trying to kill Thomas. Ben is banished to the maze at the same time induced with serum and is still psycho and dies overnight. Ava
Paige Is the Chancellor of WICKED and the person responsible for sending teenagers into the maze. It appears in the Epilogue as an e-mail. Grieving biomechanical creatures that chase and kill the Gladers in the maze. In the End they were released to Polyana to kill one person every day.
Developed In late 2005, Dashner published four books to complete the Jimmy Fincher Saga, which was with a small regional publisher. His publisher wanted him to write another book, but he decided he would try for the national book market instead. In November of that year, he had an
idea when he would be about a bunch of teenagers living inside an insoluble labyrinth full of hideous creatures, in the future, in a dark, gloomy world. It would be an experiment to explore their minds. Terrible things will do to them -- terrible things; utterly hopeless -- until the victims turn
everything with their heads. The book was later published in 2008. Dashner wrote the book from December 2005 to March 2006. Receiving Kirkus Reviews wrote: Hard to put down, this is definitely only the first installment and it will leave readers dying to find out what will happen next.
Jessica Harrison of Deseret Morning News called The Maze Runner an exciting adventure book for children as young as 13 that will help readers pump hearts and leave them asking for more. She noted that this starts a little slow, but as it matches Thomas's confusion and picked up the
pace as he became more accustomed, she wrote that it's almost as if Dashner is weakening the reader into what becomes a fast-paced, non-stop action. However, she thought the only flaw was the fictional slang, saying: Although it feels realistic and fits into its characters, it ages pretty
quickly. On the other hand, however, it is used so often that the reader almost becomes desensitized and learns to ignore it. On September 19, 2014, Fox released an adaptation of The Maze Runner. Wes Ball signed as a director and T.S. Noulin wrote the screenplay. Dylan O'Brien starred
in Thomas Brodie-Sangster played Newt and Kaia Scodelario Teresa. Ki Hong Lee as Mignot, Blake Cooper, Will Poulter and Amla Amin were added to the cast as Chuck, Gully and Albee, respectively. Patricia Clarkson played the role of eva Page's chief antagonist. Dexter Darden
portrayed Freipan, Alexander Flores portrayed Winston, Jacob Latimore played Jeff, Randall Cunningham portrayed Clint, Chris Sheffield portrayed Ben, and Joe Adler played tzart. Wayne Haag was the film's artist, and Ellen Goldsmith-Wayne, Lindsay Williams with Lee Stallman as
producers. Designer Ken Barthelmey designed Grivers for the film. Filming began on May 13, 2013 and ended on July 12, 2013. Links to b Maze Runner (first edition). LC Online Catalog. Library of Congress (lccn.loc.gov). Received on November 13, 2016. E. Shiel (November 25, 2009).
Running through the maze on the right track. The Morning News. Archive from the original on December 19, 2009. Received on December 19, 2009. b Dashner, James (July 16, 2008). The tale of a runner in a maze. Dashner Dude. Received on February 5, 2012. Running in the maze.
Kirkus Reviews. September 15, 2009. Received on February 5, 2012. Harrison, Jessica (October 3, 2009). Running through the maze provides an exciting adventure. The Morning News. Archive from the original on December 19, 2009. Received on December 19, 2009. Steven Seichik
(January 4, 2011). Young adult sensation Maze Runner is preparing to launch the movie gantlet (updated). Los Angeles Times. Received on February 5, 2012. Amy Wilkinson (April 18, 2013). Running through the maze finds his Thomas. Mtv. Received on June 28, 2013. Film Casting
Round-Up: Thomas Brodie-Sangster Joins 'Maze Runner'; Scott Glenn added to Trigger. deadline.com. received on March 13, 2013. Koi Scodelario joins the Maze Runner. empireonline.com. received on April 8, 2013. We've got @jamesdashner Dashner Dude, then we've got @wesball
Director Dude, and now @ankaris's a Designer Dude! It's a good thing. Twitter. December 7, 2011. Received on December 23, 2012. Ken Barthelmi's Art - Creature Designer /Concept Artist/Illustrator and Dashner, James (March 29, 2013). Much more casting news should be coming soon.
Filming will begin in May. Release date september 19, 2014 #dashnerchat. Twitter. Received on March 30, 2013. Simg, Murphy. Review Maze Runner. www.azim.org. received on September 15, 2014. External Links Kids and Young Adult Literature Portal Romances portal James Dashner
(author) site (official) Maze Runner book trailer on YouTube sourced from the maze runner characters names. the maze runner characters book. the maze runner characters real names. the maze runner characters named after. the maze runner characters zodiac signs. the maze runner
characters read the books fanfiction. the maze runner characters physical description. the maze runner characters summary
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